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The Expedition PC software was developed to assist you with navigation and tracking. It is not just a
navigation software. It features advanced itinerary planning tools that assist you with gathering all
the data required to plan an itinerary which could easily rival the trip of a professional yacht
navigator. You get a detailed world map which allows you to zoom in and out, pan across the map
and rotate the map to view the area you are interested in. It includes a pre-loaded 12-day grib
forecast of the days for the next 12 days, with hourly forecasts for each hour. The charts are fully
interactive and you can search the entire map by typing in the approximate latitude and longitude
you are interested in. The forecast for the day can also be used for the entire time you have the
software installed on your PC. Additionally you get a detailed world map with eight global maps
(Baltic, Baltic, Black Sea, Caspian Sea, Gulf of Mexico, Gulf of Panama, South China Sea, South
Pacific). The optimal route between any two locations can be planned as well as the ideal course for
the entire sailing trip using printed and electronic charting formats. You get a detailed world map
with up to 3 million points of interest around the globe (lighthouses, airports, harbors, mountain
passes, etc.) with a searchable text database of more than 75,000 shaded text strings. Its very
useful to look up for GPS and VHF frequencies, along with other locations, phone numbers and
addresses. Expedition allows you to quickly enter text strings into the database or have them sorted
on the map, so you can find the location of your friends and family, as well as find addresses for that
boat you are trying to find. You get more than 70,000 searchable addresses in the database. At the
end of the sailing season you can easily print your logbook. Once you have registered for a
ClearChart Open Sea course you can use it with your own logbook. The logbook features not only a
sailing list but also a detailed sailing journal and even a graph chart which shows your progress over
time and other detailed information for each sailing day. If you play your cards right you can even
track the weather for that day, as well as a rough speed calculator. All data is easily transferred from
and to Excel or other spreadsheets. The software allows to link to your GPS instrument. New grib
forecasts are available for all these instruments. They will be auto-updated into the
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Wind and current forecast: The application provides a detailed wind chart with four major wind
components at sea, between 25 and 50 nautical miles from the center. The wind is displayed on a
1m x 1m chart grid and in detail at each location of the radar for a better view. If the user opts to be
precise, the software allows calculating the wind speed at the surface of the sea. Current: The
current is shown on the chart in major and secondary currents, in km/h. An example of the data
retrieved from the services: 03/06/2018: 07:00 - 040° 075' 087' “The logbook” of Expedition: The
application displays the information about the yacht, the crew and the events including the weather
conditions and route. Expedition Features: - UTC charting and chart plotter - Active chart based on a
range of charts - 9 nautical mile - Wind speed and direction - Current speed - Direction - Heading -
Compass deviation - Tide and current forecast - Radar forecast - Sailing compass - Sailing chart -
Yacht's position - Speed - Crew personal data - Sailing route - Coast charts - GPS position - Local
charts - Support via email - Support via forum - Support via live chat Expedition is a very useful
program for sailing. It allows using of Sail to Wind and Wind to Sailing routes. It also can download
weather information from Weatherbit and GPS tracks from CRO Repos. Expedition was created by
Mr. Piotr Dąbrowski. Risks: Not much. The interface looks very clean and presents the data in a
manner that even a regular user would consider appealing and clear, with a nautical map dominating
most of the main application window and the menus and options available in the top part. This is one
of the best wind tools for sailing. It has all the useful features you want in the wind forecast. It also
provides weather information about the waters, tides, currents and breeze. I like the fact that it
provides UTC data for weather. To be honest, I don't like any exp apps, but this one is the best and
the only one that I use. It has everything you can imagine, a lot of options, the best price and
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Expedition Product Key Full

Expedition is a program of offshore yacht racing navigational solutions, combining charting, weather
information, buoy, voyage and tactical planning functionalities in a simple and clear interface. With
Expedition, you will enjoy: • A large set of features for automatic chart plotting and chart editing •
Clear and elegant charting • Ability to automatically retrieve weather data on the basis of your
sailing routes, or to specify its collection area • Buoy functionality with automatic buoy plot • The
possibility of creating and correcting sailing routes, so you will be able to race with the ideal
handicap • Complete tactical planning capability • Schedule configuration with customizable time
frames • Thorough documentation of all the features and users’ help available Compatibility: ■ C-
Map NT+, C-Map MAX, Bsb, Softcharts, NV-Verlag and Maptech PCX ■ Microsoft Windows®
XP/Vista/7/8/10 Main features: ●AUTOMATIC CHARTS Create chart and edit it in real time, by
selecting automatically available charts according to route planning or plotter is connected In
addition, options for adding charts by drag and drop and defining custom routes with unlimited
number of points. ●WEATHER INFORMATION We have selected the most common sources that
provide us all the necessary information we need for sailing at sea. ●BUOY All the necessary
information for buoys, marking, buoy lists, and maintenance. ●AUTOMATIC BUOY PLANNING Build
automated buoy path, even when your boat is not sailing around. ●TACTICAL PLANNING Create
specific sailing routes automatically, also when your boat sails around the area. ●DISTANCE
CALCULATOR Distance calculator will calculate the distance for the route you have just created and
everything you might be planning in the future ●LINK TO TEMPOS Link the temperature to your
calendar, so you will always know what is the current temperature on your route ●AUTOMATIC
ROUTE REFRESH Each minute, while the route is created, it will be refreshed in order to show you the
current water. ●TIMER You can define how often you want your route to be refreshed. ●SET
PRIORITY You can set specific parameter for each sailing route and set priority of sailing routes
according to their importance. ●CAMERA Set

What's New In?

Expedition is a comprehensive and professional software developed to be part of a yachtsman’s life.
With the application you will be able to plan sailing routes and races, find your position on a plotter,
enter the exact coordinates or selected courses or buoys. If you are at sea, you will be able to
receive weather information and see any important buoys. The program offers a lot of features: •
Calculate routes, also with different speed. • Enter the coordinates and the destination by entering
decimal values for latitude and longitude (see maps with post-circles). • Generate an Excel file with
complete information, including a time-stamp, the date and the time in your time zone, so you can
plot all the information on the same chart. • Calculate the speed, distance, time and wind direction
of each leg. • Plot on a nautical map, marker, curve, azimuth or eudoxus. • Enter the courses and
buoys by clicking on the map. • Enter the position manually. Enter the coordinates through a
decimals system (latitude and longitude). • Get weather reports. • Get the course and the power of
wind. • View the optimal routes as drawn on the nautical map. • Choose the sail chart, calculate the
course and show the wind and weather at the destination. • Show the nearby buoys. • Check the
tactical situation. • Display the calculated courses and the sailing route, sail chart. • The web link
has all the information about the course, your sailing plan and the wind and weather at your
destination. • The program stores all your information and comes with a report file. • Save a file for
possible future use. This application has many functions: • Calculate the route. • Enter the
destination. • Enter the exact position. • Enter the course and buoys. • Calculate the speed, the
distance, the time and the wind direction of each leg. • Plot on a nautical map, marker, curve,
azimuth or eudoxus. • View the optimal routes on a nautical map, as drawn on the sail chart. •
Display the weather at your destination. • Display the wind and the wind direction at your
destination. • Display the weather information at your destination. • Display the cargo of buoys. •
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System Requirements For Expedition:

Memory: 2 GB or more. Storage: 30 MB or more. Processor: Intel(R) Core(TM) i3-3210M CPU 2.20GHz
or more OS: Windows(R) 7 or Windows(R) 8 Controller: USB 2.0 or faster Display: 1.5M (1024×768)
screen or higher. Sound: DirectX 9 compatible with sound card Camera: USB 2.0 Camera or USB 3.0
Camera Peripherals: The
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